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5.  “Meaningful Access” to the Internet – what does it mean? 
 
Answer: 
Why I go to / access internet and why do I need it? 
Can the Internet penetrate into the mainstream of peoples daily activities? 
Now internet used mainly to pass leisure, for recreation, gossip, a little knowledge search, a 
little informal communication / office job. 
Can any public job be accomplished through internet? 
 
Rather internet polluting society spreading obscene information and crime. 
 
 
6/8.  How can ICTs or Internet Connectivity contribute to reaching the new SDGs? 

My Answer: First you pass the rule over world people that, “ Mobile Number will be 
IP Address, web connection and voice(phone call) / 
message(email) / video(chat) data connection concurrently will 
go through same number. “(according to Universal Unique Identity (UUID) System) 

- then your all SDGs fulfilling will be very easy. 
 
 
“Significantly increase access to information and communications technology and strive to provide universal and 

affordable access to the Internet in least developed countries by 2020” 

- for affordable access to the internet “Internet would be a public utility service like 
electricity/gas/water.” ISPs play Cat-Rat game with subscribers in internet package rate. They 
do not extend connections to less profitable areas. 
 
 

Common Answer 
 
Cybersecurity / Network security / Web security / Computer Security will be established if  
UUID is implemented! 
 
SDG1-reducing poverty: Ill gotten, ill goes. What does this proverb means- if one grab 
something illicitly, without entitlement, beyond proportion – these wealth goes waste, pollute 
society, doesn't come in the welfare of peoples. These properties create inequality / 
unemployment / anarchy / poverty in the society. 
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Waste not, want not. What does this proverb means- The rich provide excess toys / gifts / 
commodities to his dependants, tour unnecessarily for recreation, feats, fall sick and expense 
huge money for treatement- these are waste, while poor people can't collect daily one time 
meal! 
 
Satanic tenets: Privacy! What does it? Thief/perpetrator commits crime, grab others portion of 
wealth, but these info to be kept hidden! You illegally amass wealth, but people won't know 
this info. -is it privacy? On the other hand, good deeds, achievement / earning info are good 
to know people.-need not privacy. In this context Security need, people seek privacy for 
security, but when you implement My Recommendations(at the end) this Security intrinsically 
you will acquire and need not so called privacy! 
 
SDG2 and SDG3 – To solve such omen you first implement My Recommendation-3(Jinn and 
Shaitan). 
 
SDG4- If you utilize area wide internet connection and provide  UUID , you can automate 
learning / formal education. And then you will cost only 0.5% of the traditional eduction 
system! 
 
SDG5- if  UUID is implemented, these will be achieved. Crime-records will be in each 
person's profile, people will behave in just way. 
 
SDG8- if  UUID  and eMoney is implemented, economic growth and productive activities will 
expedite. 
 
 

My Recommendation: 

To solve these problems now we have some tools. 
These tools are here- 
1.  Universal Unique Identity (UUID) System 

2.  eMoney 

3.  Jinn and Shaitan 
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